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A Focus on NGSS and High 
School Life Sciences
Objectives
• Brief Overview of NGSS Fundamentals
• NGSS “standards” compared to prior content standards
• What is a Performance Expectation (PE)
• NGSS website is really, really helpful
• Adapt vs. Replacing current instructional material
What do you notice and wonder about 
the people in this video as they 
exercise? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfpMD4-KmlA&t=537s
Teaching Homeostasis
How do you typically teach homeostasis?
Science Standards for Homeostasis












A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas (2012)
Crosscutting Concepts
1. Patterns
2. Cause and Effect
3. Scale, Proportion and Quantity
4. Systems and System Models
5. Energy and Matter
6. Structure and Function




Adapt, Not Replace 
• Direct instruction/ Lecture
• Laboratory Exercises






Typical Instruction Prior to NGSS
“phenomena”
… or “insert similar term here”
“It is the phenomenon plus the student-generated questions about the
phenomenon that guides the learning and teaching. The practice of asking
questions or identifying problems becomes a critical part of trying to figure
something out. “
https://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Using%20Phenomena%20in%20NGSS.pdf
• Real world examples
• Doesn’t need to be a “big-bang” or video
• Not used every day
• It’s the student questioning derived from it 




Adapt, Not Replace 
• Direct instruction/ Lecture
• Laboratory Exercises






Typical Instruction Prior to NGSS
How might evidence statements 
help drive you to adapt existing 
materials to fit the standard?
NGSS Site: How to Use
https://www.nextgenscience.org/
“Tweak” – Not “Replace”
• Phenomena for engagement
• Similar to Focus question,  Anchoring statement, but 
clearly connected to real world… 
• Review PE  - including evidence statements
• Use what is already in your teacher toolbox
• Flip labs to be student centered when possible/ 
appropriate 
• Bring soft-skills, metacognitive skills, scaffolding to 
the forefront with the 3-Dimensions
• Remember: PE is the Endpoint
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